The status of phased array capabilities at the EVLA

Testing

Near complete end-to-end testing of the system has been performed.  The remaining link for complete end to end (having the OPT/model2script write the necessary Mark5C recorder control lines into the executor script) has been implemented and will be tested at the next opportunity.  There are two current known issues:

1) truncated/partially overwritten packets seen in the recorded data at high data rate.  Increasing the minimum inter-packet delay at the source (the baseline boards) mitigates the problem but does not completely eliminate it, suggesting the problem is with the Mark5C recorder (since a single 128 MHz band can be recorded no problems).  A probably solution is to increase the packet size, meaning packets are sent less frequently and the minimum inter-packet delay can be greatly increased.  This will also be tested at the next opportunity.
2) Phasing solutions seemed to converge slowly and unreliably.  This is not related to the summed array output per se, and no software changes had been made that should have impacted this area.  The likely cause is unrelated to this testing, but rather the fact that testing was performed using command line instantiation of the test executor, which has some different behaviours compared to normal operations.  Repeating a test with the production executor (not from the command line) should settle whether this is a real issue or an artifact of the test environment that can be ignored.

Once the production software deployments discussed in the next section are made, another test should be run as soon as practical to verify the production functionality and to attempt to resolve the two outstanding issues.  This could be a pulsar observation (Y27 only) and/or a short commensal VLBA observation.  If this test is successful, the minimal phased array functionality can be considered complete.

Software

The test versions of configuration mapper, the OPT/RCT, model2script and the executor will be simultaneously deployed into production before the end of February, making all of the functionality described in the Jan-Feb testing available to the production pathway.  

DiFX can now correlate the multi-thread VDIF data (interleaved packets) which will be produced by the EVLA.  Presently this is limited to file-based correlation - i.e. the data must be exported off the Mark5 module before correlation.  This will be generalized to allow module-based correlation (the normal mode) very soon - it basically requires some copy/pasting of code between DiFX modules.

Hardware

The mark5c machine used for testing in Jan/Feb will be removed and redeployed before the end of February.  Availability of another machine for future testing is unclear.  Also, any new machine will have to have the necessary tools (drs, mib emulator, difx utilities) installed on it before testing can commence.  This is a reasonably straightforward process but takes a few minutes of Walter's/Adam's/Hichem's time.

The baseline board + switch side of the equation seems to be performing perfectly. There is a small question mark over the origin of the truncated/missing packets at high data rates, but it seems much more likely that this is a Mark5C recorder problem (which can be solved by reducing the number of packets by increasing their size) than a problem with either the boards (extremely unlikely) or the switch (very unlikely).

Forward outlook

The following points should be addressed over the coming months to continue to add features and robustness to the phased array system.  They are in rough priority order.

* Testing to resolve the causes of the two open issues
* Assuming packet size and delay is the cause of the truncation problem, an algorithm should be implemented to automatically select the largest valid packet size and the longest possible inter-packet delay time, with some randomness in the inter-packet delay between different baseline boards.  Tests should be run to ensure that this completely solves the problem at rate sup to 2 Gbps (current maximum).
* Module-based correlation of multiple thread VDIF data in DiFX should be enabled
* vex2opt allowing vex files produced by sched to be translated into the necessary files to be sucked into the OPT and filled out as a scheduling block.  Also, vex2opt should write out metadata necessary for correlation of the EVLA summed array data in DiFX (should be just one line, a format descriptor string - Adam will advise)
* Work in TelCal to improve the speed of phasing if possible.  A set of guidelines should be produced for scan lengths and numbers of scans required for convergence to a good phasing solution for calibrators of fiducial brightness.
* The executor code dealing with Mark5C recording should be inspected and cleaned up, removing the currently arbitrary few second tweaks to record start times and replace them with externally exposed constant offsets, so that the EVLA observe script can compensate.
* The OPT/model2script should start to take slew times and correlator reconfig times into account when setting record start times, and break recording between adjacent scans if there will be more than e.g. a 10 gap.  Specifics to be determined.
* The RCT should be modified to allow selection of different destinations for the summed array output for each subband independently.  Preferably, this would take the form of a drop down box including Mark5C[1, Mark5C2...], CBE node 1,2..., and possibly user specified IP address.
